Solutions
Depth Principles in Visual Perception
1)

Depth Perception and the Eye

Which three statements below correctly describe the role of the eye and its
structures?

a.
b.
c.
d.

e.

The image that is captured on the retina is a 2-dimensional, upside-down
image.
A person who has only one eye is incapable of using depth cues.
The image received by the retina is a clear, complete and ﬂawless image.
The lens provides a monocular cue to depth, since it bulges and ﬂattens
in order to focus the light received from items at diﬀering distances onto
the retina.
Some cues to depth, such as convergence and retinal disparity, depend
on the functioning of both eyes.
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2)

Diﬀerent Kinds of Depth Cues

Type each term/item in the correct category below.

retinal disparity * linear perspective * texture gradient * overlap
* relative size * height in the visual ﬁeld * convergence *
accommodation * no cues in this category
Type of Cue
Non-Pictorial | Within the
Organism
Pictorial | In the Environment

Monocular
accommodation
linear perspective
height in the visual ﬁeld
relative size
overlap
texture gradient

Binocular
convergence
retinal disparity
No cues in this category

3)

Visual Perception - Cues to Depth
Which depth cue is referred to in each example below? Choose from these
options.
convergence • retinal disparity • height in the visual ﬁeld • relative size • accommodation •
linear perspective • light and shadow • overlap • interposition
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Parallel lines in the
environment appear to
converge as they get closer to
The cobbles of the road appear
the horizon. This is a depth
smaller as they recede into the
cue called linear
distance, which makes each
perspective .
individual cobble harder to
identify. This cue to depth is
called texture gradient .

Since Little Red Riding Hood
We assume that the bats are
partially obscures the trees
roughly the same size, so those
behind her, we naturally
perceive her as closer to us. that make a smaller image on
This is called overlap . The our retina are perceived as
trees are also above her in the further away. This is a depth cue
picture, which is a cue called called relative size .
height in the visual ﬁeld .

By fusing the two slightly
diﬀerent retinal images, we gain
The lens in each eye is
a powerful cue to depth. This
responsible for one of the noncue is called retinal disparity .
pictorial depth cues. When it
bulges to focus on a close
object or ﬂattens for a further
away object, the depth cue
produced is called
accommodation .
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The tent in front partially obscures
the one behind it. This cue to depth
is called overlap or
interposition .

In order to focus on a close-up
object, we converge our two eyes
upon it and thereby provide our
eyes with a binocular cue to depth
which is called convergence .

Variations in light within a drawing,
painting or the real world provide a
cue to depth called light and
shadow .

3

Pictorial and Non-Pictorial
Cues
4)

Which four answers below correctly describe pictorial and nonpictorial cues to depth?

Extra Question: The pirate has one working eye. Could he land a plane? See the explanation
for an answer.
a.

Pictorial cues may be perceived with only one eye.

b.

Non-pictorial cues always require both eyes to be working together.

c.

None of the pictorial cues are binocular.

d.

Non-pictorial cues derive from within the organism and are therefore biological in
nature.

e.

Texture gradient, height in the visual ﬁeld and texture gradient are all examples of nonpictorial cues.

f.

The only two binocular cues are convergence and retinal disparity.

Explanation: Pirate question: Yes, he could land a plane, but Qantas would probably prefer
not to give him a job, since only the pictorial depth cues are at his disposal. Of course, he
could also call on accommodation, which requires only a functioning lens in each eye, but this
would be of limited use in landing a plane. Then of course there is the problem with his having
only one hand and one foot and probably lacking (a) a modern education, and (b) an
irreproachable moral character...
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